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Abstract
We introduce a new family of unequal error protection (UEP)codes, based on low-density parity-check
(LDPC) component codes and Plotkin-type constructions. The codes are decoded iteratively in multiple
stages, and the order of decoding determines the level of error protection. The level of UEP among the code
bits is also influenced by the choice of the LDPC component-codes, and by some new reliability features
incorporated into the decoding process. The proposed scheme offers a very good trade-off between code
performance on one side and encoding/decoding and storage complexity on the other side. The novel
approach to UEP also allows for finding simple approximations for the achievable degrees of UEP, which
can be used to govern practical code design implementations.

1 Introduction
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are iteratively decodable codes on graphs that exhibit capacity approaching performance over binary erasure and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels [2]. The
near-optimal performance of LDPC codes over these standard channels suggests that they may also offer
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good error-correcting performance when used over channels with non-uniform characteristics. The goal of
this paper is to explore one possible LDPC code design and decoding scheme for such channels. More
specifically, we propose to investigate the application of iterative decoding methods for channels that require
unequal error protection (UEP). UEP of data is a necessary system requirement for many practical applications, including joint coding for parallel channels with non-uniform noise statistics, robust transmission of
still images/videos over wireless channels, and storage on holographic memories. The code design problem
for non-uniform channels reduces to constructing codewords, which, when transmitted over a uniform channel, have the property that different parts experience different effective noise powers. Such a situation usually
arises when the codewords can be divided into frames, according to the importance of the information they
convey. For storage applications, UEP schemes can be used to simplify the data processing architecture of
the system, although at the cost of a certain performance loss.
We propose to design UEP-LDPC codes based on the algebraic Plotkin construction, and to decode the
codeword frames in multiple stages. For this technique, one starts with a set of random-like and/or structured
LDPC codes as the basic components, and then creates a code of long length in an iterative fashion. The
component-codes are decoded individually, and in multiple rounds. The underlying soft-decision decoding
algorithm operates iteratively on two different levels: one, the level of the Plotkin construction itself, and
another, the level of iterative decoding of the component LDPC codes. The results of the individual decoding
processes are combined in a manner that guarantees UEP characteristics for the component-codes. The decoding algorithm also incorporates a reliability feature – a threshold function that describes how the outputs
of the component decoders ought to be combined. The UEP features of this scheme can be vaguely seen as
arising both from the irregular structure of the parity-check matrix, where different blocks of variable nodes
have different degrees, and as an inherent characteristic of the decoding scheme employed for the componentcodes. A decoding method with only the first of the described features was also investigated by Dumer and
Shabunov [3, 4] for soft-decision decoding of Reed-Muller (RM) codes [10], although without any reference
to UEP.
The UEP techniques described in this work are conceptually fundamentally different from previously
known UEP schemes [15], [12], [16]. In [15], the effect of applying the direct sum or Plotkin construction
on the UEP performance of the resultant code was investigated. The resulting codes’ separation vector, a
vector which quantifies the UEP properties of a code, was described in terms of separation vectors of the
component codes. A different approach to UEP was pursued in [12], [16], where codes with such properties

were designed by using irregular LDPC codes. The technique proposed in this work is based on a specialized
decoding algorithm that exploits the special “nested” structure of the code and is therefore different from both
the approach in [15] and the schemes in [12], [16]. Furthermore, as will be demonstrated subsequently, there
exist simple approximation methods that can be used to estimate the different protection levels of Plotkin-type
LDPC codes. These estimates can be used to govern the practical code-design process.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section II we introduce the Plotkin-type construction, relevant
terminology and definitions, as well as the multi-stage, multi-round decoding algorithm. We also propose a
novel method for constructing UEP codes based on LDPC component-codes. In Section III we describe how
the Plotkin-type construction can lead to an UEP scheme, and analyze the UEP levels offered by the new
decoding scheme. Additionally, we propose several modification of the basic decoding algorithm that further
improve the performance of the coding scheme of interest. Simulation results and conclusions are presented
in Section IV.
Throughout the paper, all derivations and simulations are performed for BPSK-modulated codewords
transmitted over an AWGN channel, with noise samples generated according to the distribution N (0, σ2ch ).
The proposed UEP techniques and the corresponding analysis can be extended in a straightforward manner
so as to apply to other classes of memoryless channels.

2 Plotkin-Type Constructions and Multi-Stage Decoding
The Plotkin construction, also known as the |u|u+v| construction, is a code design method which increases the
length of the code by combining component-codes in an additive manner [10]. For the sake of completeness,
we will briefly review the most relevant characteristics of this and related construction strategies.
Definition 1: Assume that two codes, C1 and C2 , with parameters [n, k1 , d1 ] and [n, k2 , d2 ] are given. The
Plotkin code C with components C1 and C2 is defined as:
C = {|u|u+v|, u ∈ C1 , v ∈ C2 },

(1)

where || denotes word-concatenation. The parameters of the code C are [2n, (k1 + k2 ), d = min(2d1 , d2 )]. The
codes C1 and C2 will be referred to as the component-codes. Note that the first half of the codeword contains
k1 information bits, while the second half contains k2 information bits.
The Plotkin construction can be applied recursively up to a prescribed depth m. For example, if each of

the component-codewords u and v is itself of Plotkin-type, constructed from codes with components (u1 , v1 )
and (u2 , v2 ), then
u = |u1 |u1 + v1 |, v = |u2 |u2 + v2 |.
The components (u1 , v1 ) and (u2 , v2 ) can themselves be taken from a Plotkin-type code, and such a “nested
construction” can be extended up to depth m. For a depth m Plotkin-type code, the longest componentcodes specifying C (i.e. u and v) will be called depth-one component-codes, while those defining u and
v are adequately named depth-two component-codes. This terminology extends in an obvious manner to
components at any given depth. Note that there are 2l depth-l component-codes, for 1 ≤ l ≤ m. The generator
and parity-check matrix of a Plotkin-type code of depth m = 1 are of the form:








 G1 G1  (1)  H1 0 
G(1) = 
,
, H = 
H2 H2
0 G2

(2)

where Gi and Hi represent the generator and parity-check matrix of the codes Ci , i = 1, 2, respectively.
Plotkin-type codes usually have very good error-correcting properties. For example, the well-known class
of Reed-Muller codes [10] can be devised in this manner.
There exist many other code construction techniques closely related to the Plotkin method. Examples
include the (a, b, x) construction [10], and extensions thereof, described bellow.
Definition 2: Let C1 be a code with parameters [n, k1 , d1 ], and let C2 be a code with parameters [n, k2 , d2 ]. A
code C defined according to

C = {|a + x|b + x|a + b + x|, a, b ∈ C1 , x ∈ C2 },

(3)

is called an (a, b, x)-type code. The length of C is 3n, while its rate is (2R1 +R2 )/3, with R1 = k1 /n, R2 = k2 /n.
The generator and parity check matrix of an (a, b, x)-type of code are of the form:








 H2 H2 H2 
 G2 G2 G2 







Ga,b,x = 
 G1 0 G1  , and Ha,b,x =  H1 0 H1  ,




0 H1 H1
0 G1 G1
where Gi and Hi represent the generator and parity check matrix of the codes Ci , i = 1, 2, respectively.

Let us briefly describe some of the properties of Plotkin-type codes of depth m = 1 based on LDPC
component-codes, under standard encoding and message-passing decoding.
First, the component-codes C1 and C2 of a Plotkin-type code can be chosen arbitrarily from the class of
linear codes; hence, LDPC codes are good candidates for this technique. For most LDPC codes, the encoding complexity scales as a square function of the length of the code. But Plotkin-type of encoding is
performed in several stages, using short information sequences. This implies that for a depth m construction
of resulting length N, the component-codes are of length N/2m , and can be encoded much faster individually than jointly. Additionally, LDPC component-codes can be decoded using the sum-product algorithm.
There are several additional advantages for using LDPC component-codes in the described setting: firstly,
the component-codes can be very long, and yet efficiently decoded producing soft outputs; secondly, one can
choose some component-codes to be structured while others to be random-like. In this way, the performance
of the coding scheme can be traded for storage and encoding complexity and vise versa. This is why, we will
focus exclusively on Plotkin-type codes with LDPC component-codes.
The next observation is that in order to ensure large error resilience for a given set of variable nodes, it is
desirable to have these nodes involved in as many check-equations as possible. Hence, one may expect the first
half of the variables in a Plotkin-type code C to have a higher level of error protection than the second half.
But such requirement can be seen not to be sufficient in general. Good irregular codes usually have a degree
distribution optimized with respect to the overall codes’ performance. Large degree nodes in the code graph
have a high level of error-protection during the first several iterations of belief propagation, but due to the nonseparable nature of iterative decoding, these nodes also tend to improve the decisions of the low-degree nodes
in the final stages of decoding. Hence, for good irregular codes there should be a very small difference in the
error-protection levels of the nodes (see Figure 11 for an illustration of this phenomena). Furthermore, in an
arbitrary irregular LDPC code many low-degree variables may share a check with a variable that has large
degree; such a configuration tends to cause unreliable information to propagate to reliable variables. This
observation would suggest the need to design a code structure where nodes of high degree share many checks
with other nodes of high degree, and very few with low-degree nodes. A code design approach satisfying
such constraints is clearly very hard to devise. This is why an alternative solution, like the one pursued in this
paper, is desirable.
It is also to be noted that H (1) has a block-row with two identical copies of H2 placed side by side. Hence,
¡¢
any column in H2 with c > 1 non-zero entries introduces at least 2c four-cycles in the Tanner graph of the

code. Consequently, the complete code graph of a Plotkin-type LDPC code necessarily has a large number
of cycles of length four. This implies that decoding Plotkin-type LDPC codes in a global iterative fashion
will produces very poor results, regardless of the quality of the component-codes. On the other hand, as will
be shown in the next section, Plotkin-type codes can be decoded in multiple stages: each stage involves one
component only, and one can repeat the different decoding stages multiple times. If the component-codes
have Tanner graphs without short cycles, then such a decoding method does not lead to a poor performance
of the general scheme. It is also worth pointing out that the multi-stage decoding process may not fully
exploit the codes error-correcting potential, but it can be analytically shown to achieve a very good quality of
UEP differentiation. The multi-stage (MS) decoding algorithm, and its multi-round (MR-MS) version will be
described next.

2.1 Multi-stage (MS) Decoding
Plokin-type codes are inherently suitable for MS decoding. The MS decoding process can be most easily
described in terms of the binary tree representation of the component-codes hierarchy. The tree is constructed
by starting from a root node, representing a codeword z ∈ C. Two branches leave the root node: one, the left
branch, leads to the u component of z, and is labeled 0; the other, the right branch, leads to the v component,
and is labeled 1. The same procedure is repeated recursively, starting with the components u and v as root
nodes. Hence, each component-code at depth m of the Plotkin construction has an equivalent binary representation {ai }m
i=1 . The binary representations are assumed to be ordered in the standard lexicographical order. A
vector a in such an ordered list is said to be ranked higher than a vector b, if it is positioned anywhere below
b. Decoding is performed only on depth-m components, such that a component of higher rank is always
decoded before one of lower rank. For the sake of simplicity, we will describe the decoding process only for
depth m = 1 codes. The generalization to larger values of m is straightforward.
Let the transmitted codeword be z=|u|u+v| = {zi }ni=1 ∈ {−1, 1}n , and the received vector be y = {yi }ni=1 ∈

R n . Assume that all the transmitted bits are equally likely. For the described setting, we define the logy

y

likelihood Li and the spread Si (following the same terminology as in [3]) of the i-th symbol of the word y
as

Liy = log(p(zi = 1/yi )/p(zi = −1/yi )) = 2yi /σ2ch ,
Siy = p(zi = 1/yi ) − p(zi = −1/yi ) = tanh(Liy ).
Let y’, y” denote the left and the right half of the received vector y. The log-likelihoods and spreads of the
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i-th coordinate of the two halves of y are Li , Li , Si and Si , respectively. It can be shown that Li and Li

are both distributed according to the Gaussian distribution N (2/σ2ch , 4/σ2ch ). For noise-free transmission, one
has:
v = y’ + y”

mod 2.

(4)

For σch 6= 0, the above formula can recover only an estimate of v, and the available information for finding
the estimate consists of the likelihoods and the spreads of the various coordinates (bits) of the received vector
z. By invoking the well-known duality principle [5], it is straightforward to see that the spread and the loglikelihood of the i-th coordinate of the word v can be determined as:
y0

y00

Siv = Si Si , Liv = tanh−1 (Siv ) .

(5)

Since u is used in constructing both halves of the codeword z, one needs to distinguish between the two incidences of u. These will be denoted by u’ and u”, while the respective log-likelihoods of their i-th coordinate
0
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y0

0

will be denoted by Liu and Liu . Clearly, Liu = Li .
The MS decoding process can now be summarized as follows.
• Step 1 – Computation of the log-likelihoods of v: From the received vector y, the log-likelihood L y
y0

y00

and the spread S y are evaluated. Based on Si and Si , the spread and log-likelihood of v are computed
according to (5).
• Step 2 – Decoding of v: The log-likelihoods of v evaluated in Step 1 are used for soft-input, soft-output
decoding. The output of the decoder for codeword v is denoted by v̂.
0

y0

00

• Step 3 – Computation of the log-likelihoods of u’ and u”: As already shown, Liu = Li , while Liu can
be determined based on the soft output v̂. This is accomplished by observing that if v̂i = −1 then,
µ
00
Liu

00

= log

p(ui + vi = −1/yi )
p(ui + vi = 1/yi )

y00

¶

y00

= −Li ,

(6)
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while if v̂i = 1, then Liu = Li . In summary, Liu = v̂i Li .
0

00

• Step 4 – Decoding of u: The values of Liu and Liu represent the log-likelihoods of the i-th coordinate
of two repeated observations of u, namely |u’|u”|. Based on these observations, the log-likelihoods of

the coordinates of u can be obtained according to:
0

00

Liu = Liu + Liu .

(7)

Finally, Lu is used to initialize the decoder for u, which subsequently produces the estimate û.
A pictorial description of the algorithm is provided in Figure 1.
Example 1 – Decoding Depth m = 2 Plotkin-Type Codes: For a depth two Plotkin-type code, the channel
output sequence can be represented in the form y = |y1 |y2 |y3 |y4 | = |y’|y”|, where, y’ = |y1 |y2 | and y” =
|y3 |y4 |. The log-likelihoods and spreads of v can be computed according to (5), as described for the MS
algorithm above. These results are then used to compute the spread of v2 , and this component-codeword is
decoded first. The log-likelihoods and spreads of u2 are calculated according to (6) and (7), using information
provided by the decoder output for v2 . Using the decoder output for (u2 , v2 ), the log-likelihoods and spreads
of u are evaluated according to (6) and (7); a similar procedure is performed in order to find estimates for v1
and u1 , thereby leading to an estimate of the complete codeword.

2.2 Multi-Round, Multi-Stage (MR-MS) Decoding
Based on the description of the MS algorithm, one can observe that once the complete codeword is decoded
using a soft-output decoder, new (and more accurate) estimates for the log-likelihoods of the component-codes
are available. This suggest that one should perform the MS decoding algorithm in an iterative (recursive)
manner. For example, after one round of MS decoding, the log-likelihood values at the output of the iterative
decoder for u, rather than the original channel information, can be used to find an improved estimate for
v. Such an iterative scheme is meaningful since the u component after decoding usually has a significantly
reduced number of errors, compared to the same component before decoding. In other words, at each round of
decoding, better estimates of u are used to improve the estimate of v. We will refer to this repeated application
of MS decoding as to the MR process. A description of the MR-MS algorithm for a Plotkin-type construction
of depth m = 1 is summarized below. As noted before, a straightforward extension is possible for decoders
operating on codes of depth m > 1 as well.
• Step 1 – MS Decoding of u and v: Based on the channel log-likelihoods |L y’ |L y” |, the MS decoding
algorithm is executed to obtain soft-output estimates for the u and v component, termed u{1} , v{1} .

• Step 2 – Iterating the MS algorithm: The round-counting index is set to r = 2. For a j-round decoder,
the following instructions are followed:
(1.) The log-likelihood values Lû{r−1} of the output of the decoder for u{r−1} are computed.
(2.) The MS decoding data is initialized to |Lû{r−1} |L y” |; complete MS decoding is performed to obtain
new estimates for the component-codes, namely u{r} and v{r} . The counting index is increased, r →
r + 1.
(3.) Steps (1.) and (2.) are repeated, unless r = j. For r = j, the decoding process is terminated. The
final estimates of u and v are of the form u{r} and v{r} .

3 Plotkin-type UEP Schemes: Intuition and Analysis
In this section, we will describe why Plotkin-type constructions with MS or MR-MS decoding provide for
UEP of the transmitted component-codewords. We will also perform an analysis that shows the approximate
levels of error protection achieved by the different components. The analysis will be presented for a depthone construction only, but it can be extended to higher depths as well. In order to simplify the analysis,
we will define the notion of an equivalent channel. Although not all distributions of the noise present in
the component-codes at various stages of the decoding algorithm are Gaussian, we will only use the first two
moments of the variables involved, and assume that for all equivalent channels considered the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) is defined as for a Gaussian channel. Recall that the SNR for a Gaussian channel variable with
distribution N (m, σ2 ) is defined as m2 /σ2 . These ideas are formalized by the following set of simplifying
assumptions:
Assumption 1: For a Plotkin-type construction, the means and variances of the noise “embedded” in the u
and v components during and after decoding will be used to specify an equivalent Gaussian variable1 . An
AWGN channel corresponding to such a random variable will be referred to as the equivalent AWGN (or
simply, equivalent) channel. Furthermore, if the mean and variance of two variables X, Y , say, are mx , σ2x , and
my , σ2y , we say that the variables experience an equivalent channel SNR if m2x /σ2x = m2y /σ2y . This implies that
for a variable X experiencing the same channel as Y , and for which mx = 1, one would have σ2x,equiv = σ2y /m2y .
Assumption 2: The log-likelihood variables of different component-codes at any decoding stage are assumed
to be independent. A similar assumption was also used for conducting the analysis in [3].
1 This

is, in essence, equivalent to the Gaussian approximation method described in [2]

Assumption 3: For the proofs of Lemmas 2-5 only, it will be assumed that no errors are present at any
previous stage of the MS or MR-MS decoding process. Alternatively, any component-code is assumed to
be decoded based on perfect estimates provided by higher-ranked components (a valid assumption for high
SNRs). This assumption was also used in [4], for the purpose of determining the effective minimum distance
of RM codes under a special form of MS decoding.

3.1 Analysis of MS Decoding: The Perfect Decoder Model
Let us start by characterizing the equivalent channel for the component v. Based on (5), it is straightforward
to show that the noise variance of the equivalent channel experienced by v is σ2v = σ4ch , provided that σch → ∞.
The same result was proved in [3], based on the fact that E[Sv ] ∼ σ−4
ch . The following Lemma describes the
equivalent channel of v for the case σch → 0.
Lemma 1: For σch → 0, the variance of the equivalent channel experienced by the v component-codeword,
σ2v , equals σ2ch .
Proof: Based on the analysis in [4] it can be seen that
E[S y ] ∼ 1 −

Therefore,

E[Sv ]

=

E[S y’ ]

E[S y” ]

³
∼ 1−

p

p

π/2

π/2 σch exp (−1/2σ2ch ).

(8)

´2

σch exp (−1/2σ2ch )

. Ignoring higher order terms in the

expansion of the square leads to the following approximation:
p
E[Sv ] ∼ 1 − 2 π/2 σch exp (−1/2σ2ch ).

(9)

Since Formula (8) holds for any Gaussian variable, σ2v can be obtained from the following equation
1−

p
p
π/2 σv exp (−1/2σ2v ) = 1 − 2 π/2 σch exp (−1/2σ2ch ).

(10)

Consequently, 2 σch exp (−1/2σ2ch ) ∼ σv exp (−1/2σ2v ). By taking logarithms of both sides of the last asymptotic equality, and by neglecting lower order terms in the expansion (in this case log(σv )), one obtains:
σv = σch /

q

1 − 2σ2ch log(2σch )
¡
¢
√
= σch 1 + σ2ch log(2σch )
(since 1/ 1 − x ≈ 1 + x/2 for x → 0).

Repeating the above bootstrapping process shows that σv = σch (1 + σ2ch log 2) ≈ σch .
y0

y00

For both σch → ∞ and σch → 0, by invoking Assumption 3 and (7), it holds that Liu = Li + Li . Hence, Liu
y0

y00

is distributed according to N (4/σ2ch , 8/σ2ch ), as both Li and Li are Gaussian N (2/σ2ch , 4/σ2ch ) variables.
This shows that u experiences an equivalent channel with noise variance σ2ch /2. The last result now clearly
demonstrates how a UEP gradation is achieved by a Plotkin-type code construction and MS decoding. The
vector v is decoded first, by using “indirect” information, and therefore experiences an equivalent channel
degraded compared to the original one. On the other hand, u can be estimated from two different parts of
the codeword, and therefore has a higher level of error-protection. For high-depth Plotkin constructions there
exists a fine gradation in the error protection quality. Additional variations in error protection levels can be
also achieved by suitably choosing the component-codes. It is worthwhile to point out that with this scheme
a gradation of UEP levels can also be achieved for different parts of the information sequence. More details
about UEP properties of the information symbols are provided in Section 3.3.
The next lemmas describe the equivalent noise-variances experienced by component-codes at different
depths. The results are derived based on the binary tree representation of the Plotkin construction and Assumption 3. The two cases σch → ∞ and σch → 0 are treated separately.
Lemma 2: Let a component-code Ccomp of a Plotkin-type construction of depth m have the binary representation {ai }li=1 , l ≤ m. The equivalent noise variance σ2comp, l experienced by Ccomp , for σch → ∞, is obtained
from the recursion:


 σ2
comp, i−1 /2, if ai = 0,
2
σcomp, i =
 4

σcomp, i−1 ,
if ai = 1,

(11)

where σ2comp, 0 = σ2ch .
Proof: For large values of σch , v experiences an equivalent channel with noise variance σ4ch , whereas u experiences an equivalent channel with noise variance σ2ch /2. Every right branch followed (corresponding to
a bit ai = 1) in the binary tree results in squaring the noise variance; similarly, every left branch followed
(corresponding to a bit ai = 0) leads to halving the noise variance. This proves the claimed result.
Lemma 3: Let a component-code Ccomp of a Plotkin-type construction of depth m have the binary representation {ai }li=1 , l ≤ m. The equivalent noise variance σ2comp, l experienced by Ccomp , for σch → 0, is obtained

from the recursion:


 σ2
comp, i−1 /2, if ai = 0,
2
σcomp, i =

 σ2comp, i−1 ,
if ai = 1,

(12)

where σ2comp, 0 = σ2ch .
Proof: The proof follows along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 2.
Remark 1: Note that the results of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 show that the operations performed on the equivalent noise variance differ only when a bit ai = 1 in encountered in the binary representation of a componentcode.
The above Lemmas can be generalized for the case of MR-MS decoding as demonstrated below.
Lemma 4: Let a component-code Ccomp of a Plotkin-type construction of depth m have the binary representation {ai }li=1 , l ≤ m. The equivalent noise variance σ2comp, l experienced by Ccomp , for σch → ∞, and for j
rounds of MR-MS decoding, is given by (11), where

σ2comp, 1 = σ2ch /( j + 1), for a1 = 0,

σ2comp, 1 = σ4ch / j, for a1 = 1.

(13)

Proof: During the first round of MR-MS decoding, both u and u+v experience channel noise with variance
σ2ch . At the beginning of the second round of MR-MS decoding, u experiences an equivalent channel with
noise variance σ2ch /2. The log-likelihoods of u+v are fixed to the channel estimates throughout the whole
decoding process. In other words, the second half of the codeword always experiences a channel with noise
√
variance σ2ch . This implies that E[Sv ] ∼ (σch / 2)−2 σ−2
ch . Therefore, during the second round of decoding,
v experiences a channel with equivalent noise variance σ2v = σ4ch /2. The log-likelihoods of the first half of
the codeword are now distributed according to N (8/σ2ch , 16/σ2ch ), while the log-likelihoods of the second
half of the codeword are distributed according to N (4/σ2ch , 8/σ2ch ). Based on (7) and Assumption 3, one
can show that the log-likelihoods of u are distributed according to N (12/σ2ch , 24/σ2ch ). This is equivalent to
the statement that u experiences a channel with noise variance σ2ch /3. Repeating the argument iteratively, up
to j-th round of decoding, shows that u and v experience equivalent noise variances σ2ch /( j + 1) and σ4ch / j,
respectively. These variances are used as the initial values for the recurrence described in Lemma 2.
Corollary 1: The equivalent noise variance experienced by any component-code at a fixed stage of MS decoding, decreases with the number of rounds j of the MR process.

Proof: As already shown, the component-codes at depth one experience equivalent noise variances σ2ch /( j +
1) and σ4ch / j after j rounds of MR-MS decoding. These variances clearly decrease when j increases. Hence,
components at higher depths also experiences channels with equivalent noise variances decreasing with j.
This is due to the fact that the initial conditions for the recursion of Lemma 4 are determined by the depth-one
component-codes noise variances only.
Lemma 5: Let a component-code Ccomp of a Plotkin-type construction of depth m have the binary representation {ai }li=1 , l ≤ m. The equivalent noise variance σ2comp, l experienced by Ccomp , for σch → 0, and for j
rounds of MR-MS decoding is given by (12), where
σ2comp, 1 = σ2ch /( j + 1), for a1 = 0,
σ2comp, 1 = σ2ch ,

(14)

for a1 = 1.

Proof: In the first round of decoding, both u and u+v experience an equivalent noise variance σ2ch . In the
second round of decoding, the first half of the codeword experiences a channel with equivalent noise variance
σ2ch /2. As in Lemma 4, the log-likelihood values of u+v remain fixed, implying that the second half of the
codeword always experiences an equivalent noise variance σ2ch . Hence, for σch → 0, according to (8), one
has:

³
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´
p
p
√
E[Sv ] ∼ 1 − π/2 (σch / 2) exp (−1/σ2ch ) 1 − π/2 σch exp (−1/2σ2ch )
p
p
√
∼ 1 − π/2 (σch / 2) exp (−1/σ2ch ) − π/2 σch exp (−1/2σ2ch ).

(15)

Applying the bootstrapping technique as described in Lemma 1, one can prove that based on (15), the equivalent noise variance observed by v is asymptotically σ2ch . It can also be shown that v experiences the same
noise variance σ2ch independently from the number of rounds of MR-MS decoding. On the other hand, the
noise variances experienced by u can be derived in the same way, and are of the same form, as described in
Lemma 4.
Example 2 – Effective Noise Variances: Based on Lemma 2-5, one can show that a depth m = 2 and
j = 1-round MR-MS decoding algorithm results in equivalent noise variances of the four component-codes
equal to
σ2ch /4, σ4ch /4, σ4ch /2, and σ8ch ; for σch → ∞;
σ2ch /4, σ2ch /2, σ2ch /2, and σ2ch ;

for σch → 0;

(16)

3.2 Analysis of MS Decoding: Incorporating Decoder Error Probabilities
The results of the previous subsection do not provide sufficiently accurate approximations for the exact forms
of the equivalent noise variances, due to the fact that they are based on the assumption that no decoding
errors occur in any of the component-codes (Assumption 3). This assumption is, of course, not valid for
low-to-medium channel SNR values. For these SNR values, the properties of the component-codes, as well
as the characteristics of the decoding algorithm, have a strong influence on the equivalent noise variance.
In this section, we will show how to find more accurate approximations for the special case of Plotkintype constructions with iteratively decoded LDPC component-codes. For this purpose, we will use Gaussian
Approximation (GA) technique for density evolution presented in [2]. Since v is the first component to be
decoded, we can use the expressions for the equivalent noise variances of v derived in the previous subsection.
For large values of σch , σ2v = σ4ch , while for small values of σch , σ2v = σ2ch .
Assume that the densities of the messages passed during sum-product decoding are Gaussian variables.
Let λ(x) and ρ(x) be the degree distributions of the variable and the check nodes, respectively. For an AWGN
channel with noise variance σ2ch , the message variables can be approximated by Gaussian variables distributed
according to N (tl , 2tl ). Here, the mean, tl , at the l th iteration of sum-product decoding is given by [2]:


# j−1 
,
tl = ∑ ρ j φ−1 1 − 1 − ∑ λi φ(s + (i − 1)tl−1 )
dr

"

j=2

dl

(17)

i=2

where dl and dr are the maximum degree of the variable and check nodes, respectively, and s = 2/σ2ch . The
function φ is defined as:


 1 − √ 1 R tanh u exp (− (u−x)2 )du
2
4x
4πx R
φ(x) =


1

if x > 0
if x = 0.

The equations above imply that for a left-regular code with variable degree i, after l iterations of sum-product
decoding, one can approximate the log-likelihoods of the variable nodes by Gaussian variables, with distribution N (s + itl , 2(s + itl )). Consequently, the probability of error after l iterations [2] of sum-product decoding
can be approximated by:

Ãr
pe = Q

s + itl
2

!
.

(18)

When λ2 = 0, and σch → 0, tl ∼ d 0 (i − 1)l , where d 0 is a positive constant that depends on the degree distribution of the code and s only [2].
Lemma 6: The equivalent noise variance of the channel experienced by v̂, the output of the sum-product
4
2
decoder for v, is σ∗2
v̂ = 2/(s + itl ). Here, s = 2/σch , for σch → ∞, and s = 2/σch , for σch → 0.

Proof: The proof is a straightforward consequence of the observation that the log-likelihoods of variable
nodes after l iterations of sum-product decoding, L̂iv (l), can be approximated by a Gaussian N (mv̂ = s +
itl , σ2v̂ = 2(s + itl )) variable, where s = 2/σ2v , and σ2v depends on σ2ch as described in previous subsection.
00

Theorem 1: The mean and the variance of the variable Liu are approximately equal to 2(1 − 2pe )/σ2ch and
4/σ2ch + 16pe (1 − pe )/σ4ch , respectively. Consequently, the mean and the variance of the variable Liu are
4 (1 − pe )/σ2ch and 8/σ2ch + 16pe (1 − pe )/σ4ch , respectively. Here, pe denotes the bit error probability of v,
and is given by (18).
Proof: Assume without loss of generality that the all-ones codeword was transmitted. An error occurs in v
when v̂i is decoded to −1, so that from (18) it can be shown that:
p{v̂i = −1} = pe ,
E[v̂i ] = (−1)pe + 1(1 − pe ) = 1 − 2pe ,

p{v̂i = 1} = 1 − pe ,
E[v̂i 2 ] = (−1)2 (pe ) + (1)2 (1 − pe ) = 1.

y00

Note that Li is distributed according to N (2/σ2ch , 4/σ2ch ). Therefore, based on Assumption 2 and the fact
00

y00

that Liu = v̂i Li , one has:
00

00

E[Liu ] = (1 − 2pe ) 2/σ2ch , E[(Liu )2 ] = 4/σ2ch + 4/σ4ch .

(19)

This implies
00

σ2 (Liu ) = 4/σ2ch + 16pe (1 − pe )/σ4ch .

(20)

Based on Assumption 1 it therefore follows that the equivalent noise variance experienced by the component
¡
¢
u” is σ2u00 = σ2ch + 4pe (1 − pe ) /(1 − 2pe )2 . Observe that since (1 − 2pe )2 < 1, it holds that σ2u” ≥ σ2ch . Since
Lu’ is distributed according to N (2/σ2ch , 4/σ2ch ), (7) implies
E[Lu ] = 4 (1 − pe )/σ2ch ,

σ2 (Liu ) = 8/σ2ch + 16pe (1 − pe )/σ4ch .

Hence, u experiences a channel with equivalent noise variance
σ2u

σ2ch + 2pe (1 − pe ) σ2ch
=
≥
.
2(1 − pe )2
2

(21)

For pe = 0, the result reduces to the expression in Lemma 2. For pe > 0, it follows that the UEP gradation
level between u and v is actually smaller than shown in Lemma 2, under Assumption 3.

3.3 Improved Reliability-Based Decoding
For a Plotkin-type construction of high depth, the first few codes to be decoded will experience a significantly
degraded equivalent channel. The reliability values of their code bits are used in all subsequent decoding
steps, and may be detrimental to the overall performance of the decoding scheme. It is therefore desirable to
modify the decoding process in such a way as to include only very reliable estimates from previous decoding
stages into the re-evaluation process of the log-likelihoods of subsequently decoded components. Hence,
instead of always summing up the likelihoods of both halves of the vector |u’|u”|, one can choose to perform
this step only for sufficiently reliable v-based estimates. This can be accomplished by using a threshold t in
¯ ¯
0
00
the following way. If ¯L̂iv ¯ > t, where L̂iv denotes the log-likelihoods of the i − th bit of v̂, then Liu = Liu + Liu ,
0

otherwise Liu = Liu . The threshold may also be taken to depend on σ2ch itself, and be adapted according to
the channel quality at hand. We will refer to the above described iterative decoding methods as the threshold
multi-stage (TMS) and adaptive threshold multi-stage (ATMS) algorithms.
Analysis of the ATMS Decoding Algorithm: For the ATMS algorithm, the log-likelihood values of the bits
of u are given by:


¯ ¯

 Lu0 + Lu00 , for ¯L̂v ¯ > t(σch )
i
i
i
Liu =
0


Liu ,
otherwise.
0

This is equivalent to Liu = Liu + Linew , where

¯ v¯
y00

¯L̂ ¯ > t(σch )

L
,
for
v̂
=
1,

i
i

 i
¯ v¯
00
new
y
Li =
−Li , for v̂i = −1, ¯L̂i ¯ > t(σch ),




 0,
otherwise.

¯ ¯
The conditions v̂i = 1 and ¯L̂iv ¯ > t(σch ), are equivalent to the condition L̂iv > t(σch ), and similarly, v̂i = −1
¯ ¯
and ¯L̂iv ¯ > t(σch ), are equivalent to L̂iv < −t(σch ). Therefore,

00


Liy ,
for L̂iv > t(σch )



y00
Linew =
−Li , for L̂iv < −t(σch ),




 0,
otherwise.
Under Assumption 2, it follows that:
y00

y00

E[Linew ] = E[Li |L̂iv > t(σch )]p{L̂iv > t(σch )} + E[−Li |L̂iv < −t(σch )]p{L̂iv < −t(σch )} =
³
where p1 = Q

t(σch )−mv̂
σv̂

´

³
, and p2 = 1 − Q

−t(σch )−mv̂
σv̂

2
(p − p2 ),
σ2ch 1

´
. Similarly, one has

E[(Linew )2 ] = (4/σ2ch + 4/σ4ch )(p1 + p2 ),
σ2 (Linew ) = 4/σ2ch (p1 + p2 ) + 4/σ4ch (p1 + p2 − (p1 − p2 )2 ).
When combined with the fact that Lu’ is distributed according to N (2/σ2ch , 4/σ2ch ), the last equation implies
that under TMS decoding one has:
E[Lu ] = 2(1 + p1 − p2 )/σ2ch ,
σ2 (Lu ) = 4(1 + p1 + p2 )/σ2ch + 4(p1 + p2 − (p1 − p2 )2 )/σ4ch .
A good choice for the threshold can now be obtained by maximizing the equivalent SNR experienced by u
(SNRu as shown below), with respect to t(σch ):

SNRu =

(1+p1 −p2 )2
.
σ2ch (1+p1 +p2 )+(p1 +p2 −(p1 −p2 )2 )

(22)

3.4 Properties of UEP-Plotkin Schemes
Before presenting the simulation results, we would like to briefly describe various advantages offered by the
Plotkin-type UEP scheme.
The k1 + k2 information bits of a Plotkin-type codeword are divided in such a way that the first half of the
codeword contains k1 information bits, while the second half of the codeword contains k2 information bits.

From the analysis provided in the previous sections, it can be seen that the first half of the codeword is better
protected than the second half of the codeword. Consequently, one may expect that the first k1 information
bits have better error protection than the remaining k2 information bits. Hence, a gradation of UEP levels also
exists with respect to the information bits. This gradation can be further improved by an adequate choice of the
generator matrices of the component codes [1]. It was shown in [1] that in many cases the optimal encoding
matrix (for which information bits have the highest degree of protection) is systematic. Therefore, one can
use systematic generator matrices for all the component codes, along with the aforementioned decoding
algorithms, in order to improve the quality of error protection for the information bits. Finally, by using
the Plotkin-type UEP scheme one can also obtain a relatively large number of information bits that have good
error protection. Consequently, the average SNR required to achieve a given BER for the technique proposed
in the paper is much smaller than the one needed for the UEP scheme proposed in [16].

4 Simulation Results
In this section, we present the UEP BER performance of Plotkin-type LDPC codes under MS, TMS, ATMS
and MR-MS decoding. The component-codes used in this comparative study include random-like codes
listed in [9], and two classes of structured codes. For all schemes investigated, half of the component-codes
are chosen to be random-like, and half of the component-codes are chosen to have a mathematical structure.
The first class of structured LDPC codes is based on Sidon sets, described by the authors in [6], while the
second class is a generalization of array codes [11]. Both families of structured LDPC codes are quasi-cyclic,
with parity-check matrices composed of powers of a basic, circulant permutation matrix P, as shown below.



i1
Pi2 Pi3 ... Pis
 P

i
i
i
i
HS = 
 P s P 1 P 2 ... P s−1

Pis−1 Pis Pi1 ... Pis−2




Pa0 ·b0

Pa0 ·b1




 Pa1 ·b0
Pa1 ·b1

 , HP = 




...
 ...

Par−1 ·b0 Par−1 ·b1

...

Pa0 ·b f −1

...

Pa1 ·b f −1

...

...





.




(23)

... Par−1 ·b f −1

Code Construction 1 – HS : A set A = {a1 , ..., as } is called a Sidon set of order g if all the sums
ai1 + ai2 + ... + air , 1 ≤ i1 < i2 ... < ir ≤ s,

(24)

for 1 ≤ r ≤ g, are distinct. One simple construction for Sidon sets A is based on the formula,

A = {0 ≤ h ≤ st − 1|βh + β ∈ GF(s)},

(25)

where β is a primitive element of GF(st ), for some prime s. Let {i j }s1 denote the exponents of P in the paritycheck matrix HS . If {i j } is a subset of a Sidon set A , where order(P) = st − 1, then the code describes by HS
has girth at least six. The simulation results shown in Figure 2-7, 9 are obtained for a length 3120 componentcode based on the Sidon set {23, 72, 244, 313, 565}, for which s = 5 and t = 4. The other component-code is
random-like, and of the same length, taken from [9].
Code Construction 2 – HP : A generalized array code has a parity-check matrix HP of the form shown in (23).
Here, a0 , a1 , . . . , ar−1 and b0 , b1 , . . . , b f −1 are integer sequences avoiding solutions to specific sets of linear
equations, as described in [11]. For order(P) = q = 311, a code graph specified by HP , with {ai }20 = {0, 1, 3}
and {bi }50 = {0, 3, 7, 18, 31, 50}, has girth ten [11]. The length and dimension of such a code are 1866 and 933,
respectively. A code graph with variable-degree four and girth eight can be obtained by choosing q = 887,
with {ai }30 = {0, 1, 2, 3} and {ai }80 = {0, 3, 5, 17, 30, 49, 102, 131, 226}. The length and dimension of the
resulting code are 7983 and 4435, respectively. The simulation results involving these codes are shown in
Figure 8.
The results presented in Figure 2-9 demonstrate several important properties of the MS, TMS, ATMS
and MR-MS decoding algorithms. First, it can be observed that the BERs’ vary to a great extent with the
choice of the component-codes. This can be explained by the following arguments. When compared to the
original channel, v experiences a relatively degraded channel. Hence, by choosing v to belong to a code
with a powerful error-correcting capability, one can ensure less degradation in the overall code performance.
Note also from Figure 2 that C∗ has a better performance than C∗∗ (the descriptions of these codes are given
in the figure). This is due to the fact that the rate of the random-like code which is used for the v component of C∗∗ is very high, and hence its error-correcting potential is quite limited. Figure 3 shows two
degrees of UEP offered by a depth-one Plotkin-type construction, under MS, TMS (t = 0.86) and ATMS,
[SNR,t(σch )] = [(0, 1.1), (0.5, 1), (1, 1), (1.5, 0.95), (2, 0.9), (2.5, 0.9), (3, 0.9), (3.5, 0.9)], decoding, with 15
iterations of sum-product at each level. The BER improvement for codes at depth one is not very significant
under TMS and ATMS, as compared to MS decoding. But as one increases m, a considerable improvement
in BERs is observed for TMS and ATMS decoding. As shown in Figure 4, for m = 2, there exists a substan-

tial enhancement in the performance of TMS-decoded (with t = 0.55) and ATMS-decoded, [SNR,t(σch )] =
[(0, 1.83), (0.5, 1.47), (1, 1.25), (1.5, 1.25), (2, 1.1), (2.5, 0.97), (3, 0.86), (3.5, 0.86)], compared to MS-decoded
Plotkin-type codes. The thresholds used are obtained from (22) and through several trial-and-error rounds of
simulation. The performance of the best protected part of the code under TMS decoding shows a 1-dB gain,
while ATMS shows a 1.5-dB gain in SNR, when compared to MS decoding. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the performance of the above described codes under MR-MS decoding. Fixed thresholds were set to incorporate the
reliability information. Furthermore, since the reliability of the decoded bits of v increases with the number
of rounds of MR-MS decoding, the thresholds of the MR-MS decoder are taken to be a decreasing sequence
(from one round to the next one). It is clear from the simulation results that as the number of rounds of MRMS decoder increases from one to three, the performance of the component-codes experiences significant
improvements. The simulation results indicate a performance gain of nearly 1-dB for the best protected part
of the codeword, when 2-round MR-MS decoding is used instead of MS decoding. Also, it is observed by
extensive simulations that the largest improvement in the performance of MR-MS decoding is achieved when
switching from j = 1 to j = 2. The performance gain obtained for j > 3 is not significant when compared to
the increase in decoding complexity. As a side remark, the apparent emergence of an error floor for several
BER curves is due to the small number of iterations (15 in this case) performed. By increasing the number
of iterations to 30, the error-floor vanishes. It is also worth pointing out that in the Plotkin UEP scheme, even
the worst protected component codes show significant improvement with respect to uncoded signalling. This
is illustrated in Figures 3 and 6.
Based on the simulation results described above, one can also check the validity of the approximation
results described in Section 3. Lemma 2 and 3 indicate that for both the cases of σch → 0 and σch → ∞,
one can expect a 3dB performance gain for the first half of the codeword under MS decoding, as compared
to the performance of the component code associated with this part under standard sum-product decoding.
From Figure 2, one can see an improvement of 0.8dB at SNR = 3dB (σch ≈ 0.66) for the performance of the
first half of the code word under MS decoding, when compared to the performance of the component code
under sum-product decoding. Since the two described BER curves are diverging, for very high SNRs one can
expect to achieve a 3dB gain as predicted by analysis. But, for the case of σch → ∞ there is clearly no 3dB
gain between these two curves. This validates the observation made in Section 3.2 which states that for low
SNRs the assumption of no decoding error in certain decoding stages is not valid. Hence, one needs to use
the improved approximation given in Theorem 1. For SNR = 0dB, applying Theorem 1 with pe = 0.18 gives

a gain in performance of 0.0046dB, which is almost identical to the one observed by simulation. Also, by
Lemma 3 there is no loss in the performance of the second part of the codeword for large SNRs, and this can
also be observed from the simulation results.
Figure 8 gives an illustration of the influence of the choice of code structure and design on achievable
levels of UEP. The most important fact to be noted for all these results is that the best protected componentcode has a significantly better performance than the best known LDPC codes of comparable length, rate and
decoding complexity.
The performance of one (a, b, x)-UEP code construction is shown in Figure 9. The component x, when
decoded using the MS algorithm, experiences an equivalent channel with very large noise variance. Since all
other components of the codeword are dependent on x, all three component-codewords have large error rates
and no fine error-characteristic tuning is possible.
Figure 10 shows a comparison of the BER-performance of the scheme introduced in this paper and the
LDPC-UEP technique described in [16]. The component codewords u and v used for the Plotkin-type construction are taken from [271, 144] and [271, 188] codes, respectively. The overall length and rate of the
code are 542 and 0.58, respectively. The simulations are performed for a 3-round MS-MR algorithm with
10-iterations per component code. Another UEP code Ccd f was designed using Netto’s cyclic difference
families, as outlined in [16]. The parameters of the construction are: v = 79 points, block-size c = 3, and
with |C1 | = |C2 | = |C3 | = 3, |C4 | = |C5 | = |C6 | = |C7 | = 1. The performance of Ccd f is shown for a total
number of 60 iterations of sum-product decoding. The length of the code Ccd f is 553, while the rate is 0.57.
The simulations show a significant improvement in the performance of the Plotkin-type codes as compared
to the irregular codes of [16]. One should also note that, in the Plotkin-type of construction the number of
bits that are best protected is 271 as compared to 237 for Ccd f , while the number of least protected bits in
the Plotkin-type construction is 271 as compared to 316 least protected bits in Ccd f . The average SNR per
codebit required to attain a given BER for a code of rate 0.57 offering four levels of protection in the Plotkin
scheme is nearly identical to that required for a code of rate 0.43 obtained by the method in [16].

4.1 Irregular LDPC Codes and UEP
So far, several approaches to UEP coding based on the use of irregular LDPC codes were proposed, including
the work described in [12] and [13]. It was tacitly assumed that UEP can be achieved by using non-uniform
degree distributions of variable nodes. Clearly, in such a setting, nodes of large degree are assumed to be

better protected than nodes of small degree. We would like to point out that such findings are valid for the
AWGN channel only under certain restrictions, including:
• A very small number of performed iterations of belief propagation;
• A two-level UEP scheme where only a small fraction of coded (or information) bits is guaranteed
additional protection;
• A very large number of required levels of UEP, of which only the best protected few components tend
to show significant improvements.
The reasons behind this phenomena can be deduced directly from the seminal paper on irregular code degree
optimization [8, p. 586]. There, the well-known “wave effect” of LDPC iterative decoding is described. This
effect is a consequence of the fact that variable nodes of high degree get corrected first, consequently aiding
in the process of error-correction of variable nodes of slightly smaller degree, all up to the level of the nodes
of smallest degree. After a sufficiently large number of iterations, the wave effect leads to all variable nodes
exhibiting the same level of error protection. This is illustrated in Figure 11, where the results for five different
Progressive Edge Growth (PEG) [9] coding schemes are plotted. In the first four plots (viewed from the right),
the dashed curves correspond to the BER of a fraction of 50% variable nodes of largest degree, while the solid
curves correspond to the BER of a fraction of 50% variable nodes of smallest degree. When read from the
right, the codes have parameters [600, 300], [1000, 500], [600, 300], and [1000, 500], and they correspond
to codes with non-optimized and optimized degree distributions for a given rate of 1/2, respectively. The
optimizing degree distributions were obtained from [14], with maximum degree 15, while the non-optimized
degree distribution was chosen so as to have only two possible degrees appearing with the same frequency,
namely 3 and 15. As can be seen from the figure, no UEP gradation can be detected for these codes after
50 iterations of iterative decoding. It is also worth pointing out that for the first code, the variable nodes of
higher degree actually exhibit a slightly worse performance than the variable nodes of lower degree. On the
other hand, if one repeats the same experiments for a very small number of iterations, say five, the findings
are slightly different. For the degree-optimized length n = 600 irregular LDPC code, at 2.5 dB one observes a
BER of 9.24 · 10−3 and 1.82 · 10−3 for the lower and higher degree nodes. Similarly, at 2.75 dB, one obtains
the following BER values: 4.72 · 10−3 and 1.55 · 10−3 . In both cases, the slight increase in UEP gradation
comes at the cost of an overall performance loss of almost two orders of magnitude of the BER. Furthermore,

observe that for 15 iterations of iterative decoding, and at 2.5 dB the BER of the two components exhibit
negligible performance variations of 1.24 · 10−4 and 8.15 · 10−5 . The above described findings are consistent
with the ideas behind the wave effect, since only five iterations do not suffice to achieve a significant “spread”
of the wave.
The UEP properties of small fractions of variable nodes were observed in [12] and [13], but we would
like to point out that for many applications of interest, one is actually concerned with providing protection
levels for a large portion of variable nodes. Finally, the fifth set of curves in Figure 11 corresponds to a 4level variable node partition in a degree-optimized irregular LDPC code of length n = 1600. As one can see,
after 30 iterations of decoding only the variables of highest degree of protection show a slightly improved
performance, and only for high SNR values. This finding can be attributed to the fact that the number of
iterations required to achieve the wave effect is dependent on the code length.

5 Conclusions
We analyzed both analytically and through extensive computer simulations, the properties of a novel, recursive, Plotkin-type construction of UEP-LDPC codes. The proposed technique is structured around a specialized multi-stage, multi-round iterative decoding algorithm, which provides for a high degree of error
protection differentiation. Furthermore, the proposed UEP-LDPC scheme was shown to offer the possibilities
of significant trade-offs between code performance, storage and computational complexity. This makes it a
good potential candidate for practical applications where UEP of data is sought.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of MS decoding for a depth-one Plotkin-type construction.
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Figure 3: Performance of the |u|u + v| UEP scheme under MS, TMS, and ATMS decoding.
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Figure 4: Performance of the 4-level Plotkin-type UEP scheme under MS, TMS, and ATMS decoding.
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Figure 5: Performance of the |u|u + v| UEP scheme under MR-MS decoding.
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Figure 6: Performance of the |u|u + v| UEP scheme under MR-MS decoding with thresholding.
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Figure 7: Performance of the |u1 |u1 + v1 |u1 + u2 |u1 + v1 + u2 + v2 | UEP scheme under MR-MS decoding
with thresholding.
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Figure 8: UEP of the |u|u + v| scheme for different code components and with two-rounds of MR-MS decoding with parameters t = 1 and t = 0.86.
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Figure 9: UEP of the |a + x|b + x|a + b + x| scheme under MS decoding.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the performance of an MR-MS decoded Plotkin-type code (with thresholding) and
the performance of the irregular Ccd f code under standard belief propagation.
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Figure 11: Protection levels in irregular codes with optimized and non-optimized degree distributions
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